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Introduction
Brain states are hypothesized to provide snapshots of ongoing neural and functional dynamics across multiple temporal and spatial scales. Analysis of large-scale brain dynamics has revealed that such patterns occur during a resting state (default mode), forming a complex network across regions. [19, 20, 23, 62, 1, 6, 37] Considerable research has been performed at the macroscale using fMRI to determine these recurring connectivity patterns and their relation to cognitive function [14, 22, 38, 58] and to disease. [8, 31, 41, 61] Oscillatory states provide one set of operational modes which occur in thalamocortical and hippocampal systems at multiple spatial (microcircuit to brain area) and temporal scales (millisecond to minutes). [4, 49] Understanding the signatures and origins of these modes will form a bridge from micro-to macro-scale brain states. [7, 53, 13, 24, 32, 55] Evaluating the expression of the different brain states will also enable a deeper understanding of the strategies the brain uses to perform cognitive computations -the brain's coding languages. [60, 63] New techniques for high dimensional neural system evaluation will become increasingly important as new micro and macro imaging methods are developed under the auspices of the U.S. BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies) project and related projects elsewhere in the world. [2] In addition to the macro level, analysis of neural systems is also done at the level of neuronal ensemble through spike-train analysis, and at the meso level through analysis of local field potentials (LFPs). At the lower levels, most previous work on neuronal spiking activity has used measures of similarity of spike patterns of single neurons in different contexts. [10] Other work includes determining the correlation of smoothed ensemble population firing vectors during distinct behavioral states such as sleep, run, rest, etc, at behaviorally relevant time-scales. However, these methods do not take into account the A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t single cell or local area correlation structure across ensembles. [15, 26, 36] Other work that does include assessment of ensemble correlation structure and dynamics in different behavioral states, [57, 5, 56] does not include visualization techniques that help interpret how the correlation structure recurs over time. [30] We propose a new method which enables tracking how the correlation structure of neuronal ensembles changes over time. Our method, Population Coordination P Co, facilitates visualizing the recurrence of correlation structure of neuronal ensembles. P Co is intrinsically a multiscale measure in the temporal domain since it looks at recurrence at a high time scale of a spatiotemporal pattern measured at one or more shorter time scales. P Co is tunable to allow choice of view at faster or slower time scales. It is also applicable to data recorded at different spatial scales, from ensembles of single cells or multi-site LFP recordings, as shown here, on up to larger scale recordings using EEG or other measures. Measures from different scales could also be combined. In this study, we develop the P Co method and show how it may be used to determine correlation structure in different experimental conditions. We use P Co on two databases of electrophysiological data: hippocampal place cell data and multi-site LFP activity. We demonstrate the usefulness of P Co in identifying and following brain states.
Materials and Methods

Place cell electrophysiology
Adult male LongEvans hooded rats were obtained from a commercial breeder (Taconic Farms). The rats were 350-400 g at the start of training. Two recording environments were used. [11] One was a standard apparatus for place cell recordings. It was a 68-cm-diameter gray cylinder with a polarizing card on the wall that occupied 90 o of arc. The other apparatus was a 150×140 cm chamber with stairs on three sides. The rat could traverse the stairs to access two drinking spouts. One spout provided plain water and the other contained a sucrose solution. Access to fluid motivated the rat to traverse the stairs and to continuously forage for scattered food for 1 hour. The rat could look through the chamber bars and see into the surrounding room. The cylinder was positioned within the chamber for cylinder recordings and it was removed for chamber recordings.
Tetrodes made by twisting 4 strands of 25µm nichrome, were used for action potential recordings, which can aid unitary waveform discrimination. [18, 48] Eight tetrodes were loaded into a custom machined microdrive assembly. The assembly was surgically implanted under pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/kg) to position the tetrodes above the pyramidal cell layer in the dorsal hippocampus (centered at AP: 3.8 mm, L: 2.5 mm, DV: 2 mm relative to bregma). [50] The rats were allowed to recover for at least one week before the tetrodes were individually advanced in <50 µm steps during the course of 1-2 weeks. The goal was to position as many of the eight tetrodes in the dorsal CA1 pyramidal layer at the same time.
Extracellular potentials were buffered by unitary gain amplifiers plugged into the M a n u s c r i p t microdrive connector on the rat's head. The buffered signals were transmitted to main amplifiers (A-M Systems, WA) along wires. Action potential (300-10000 Hz) band-pass filtered signals were digitized (32 kHz) time-stamped (100 s resolution) and 2 ms tetrode waveforms were recorded using custom software (AcX, A.A. Fenton). Whenever an action potential voltage exceeded a threshold voltage the voltages on all 4 tetrode wires of the tetrode were collected. The recorded action potential waveforms were aligned with the voltage at the threshold crossing set to the sample at 250 µs. This alignment produced a time-axis origin for measuring time-dependent waveform features, such as the waveform voltage at a particular time point relative to the threshold crossing at t =250 µs. Further details of methods were described previously. [11] Single-unit waveform isolation was done manually using custom software (WClust A.A. Fenton, S.A. Neymotin) [45] that allows the user to define unitary waveform parameter clusters by drawing convex polygon boundaries in 2-dimensional (2-D) slices of waveform parameter space. The waveform parameters included the positive and negative peak amplitudes on each tetrode wire, determined from a cubic spline [51] of the digitized waveform; the principal components computed either from the waveform on each tetrode wire separately, or computed from the concatenation of the four tetrode waveforms; the waveform energy between a user-selected pair of time points; the waveform voltage or slope at a user-selected time point; the waveform voltage on each tetrode wire at the time of the peak voltage on the largest waveform in the tetrode event.
Epilepsy model
Timed-pregnant Long-Evans rats were obtained at 13-14 days of gestation from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA). The pups received a ventral hippocampal lesion according to the procedure of Lipska et al.. [35] On postnatal day 7 (P7), pups weighing 14-18 g were anaesthetized by hypothermia (placed on ice for 15-20 minutes). A puncture hole was made bilaterally on the skull for injection sites (relative to bregma AP:-3.0 mm, ML: +3.5 mm), and 0.3 µl of ibotenic acid solution (IBO, Sigma, 10 µg/µl) or saline (SAL, control rats) was infused bilaterally into the ventral hippocampal formation (relative to the skull surface DV:-5.0 mm) at 0.15 µl/min. The pups were warmed and then returned to their mothers. On P21, animals were weaned.
EEG and local field potential (LFP) recording
Between P60 and P90, rats were implanted with electrodes for recording local field potentials and the epidural cortical EEG as described. [34, 44] Electrodes were made by attaching 75 µm Nichrome wire to contacts in Millmax connectors for LFP recordings, and a stainless-steel jeweler's screw on the rat's skull was attached to a Millmax connector by a 75 µm Nichrome wire for epidural cortical EEG recordings. Recordings were made bilaterally from the following locations: piriform cortex: AP:-0.9, ML:+5.5, DV:8.8; dorsal hippocampus: AP:-4.0, ML:+2.5, DV:3.0; frontal screw: AP:0, ML:+3.0; back screw: AP:-6.0, ML:+3.0 (all in mm;). All electrodes were referred to a reference electrode implanted in the cerebellar white matter. Rats were recorded in their homecages for 1 hour at a time for a total of 12-15 hours.
8-channel recordings of electrophysiological signals were performed. The signals were
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t Both studies received IACUC approval and were in accordance with institutional and NIH guidelines.
Kendall's tau
Kendall correlation was used for our single-unit data because other covariance measures cannot handle the extremely sparse activity vectors produced by cells that fire infrequently, giving vectors which are mostly zeros with a few scattered ones. [51] Kendall's τ non-parametric rank correlation [27] is defined as:
based on concordant (n c ) and discordant (n d ) paired pairs. All pairs of elements in the first time-series are compared with all ordered pairs of the second time series. The two numbers in each pair can either be increasing, decreasing, or equal. Concordance or discordance of these orderings is then evaluated for the same location between the two vectors. Since firing tends to be sparse, producing many (0,0) pairs, this produces many ties between the two time-series, which do not indicate true correlation. The many ties from a (0,0) compared to another (0,0) are taken into account by the normalizing denominator (
· n · (n − 1)), which represents the total number of ordered pairs in the time-series. To reduce the runtime of the calculation from O(n 2 ) to O(n · log(n)), we used a fast version of Kendall's τ based on sorting procedures. [29] 
Results
Recurrence of correlation structure Population Coordination (P Co) quantifies repetitive Population Correlation (P Corr) activity structure at multiple locations, allowing for intuitive display of temporal recurrence of specific correlation structure patterns.
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t Fig. 1 , which are each formed from 500 ms of ensemble activity. The P Co matrix shown here is formed by calculating correlations between all pairs of these P Corr vectors. x,y axes both represent time, and the color values indicate correlation between the P Corr vectors at the specified times.
We start by describing the formation of the P Corr vectors, itself a multistep process (Fig. 1 ). Brain Activity vectors (AVs) will either reflect local area activity (from local field potentials -LFPs), or can be formed by binning individual single-unit recordings. In Fig. 1a , spike counts in consecutive bins define the AVs in Fig. 1b , providing a snapshot of amplitude modulation in each cell. In this case we utilize two time scales: 1. the bin size to calculate spike counts -here 100 ms; 2. the window size -here 5 bins × 100 ms/bin = 500 ms -that determines the duration of amplitude modulation to be further assessed (in the case of LFPs only window size is relevant). Bin size determines "instantaneous" activity and must be long enough so as to see changes in spike counts between the successive bins, but not so long as to average out all of the modulation. In the case of LFP, dipole summation and temporal low-pass filtering effectively "bins"multi-unit activity. Window size determines the duration over which we will be looking for co-modulation across signals. Conceptually, co-modulation will reflect the co-involvement of cells or brain areas (for LFPs) with particular phase relations in a particular frequency band, Hypothetically such phase relations define the grouping of cells or areas as a dynamical ensemble. These dynamical ensembles are best recognized in the case of gamma, [17] but there is also evidence of tying cells of particular cortical layers together with alpha. [21, 33] Each P Corr demonstrates relates modulation of each location (cell or LFP) to modulation at each other location during the time window. Fig. 1 shows 4 time windows, with one P Corr vector created for each 500 ms window (Fig. 1c) . Each P Corr shows all amplitude modulation correlations -taking all (non-self) pairwise correlation between n · (n − 1)/2 pairs of activity vectors. Here, 10 AVs in a time window produce a P Corr of length 10 · 9/2 = 45. P corr may be displayed, as here, as a 1-D vector, or may be displayed as a full correlation matrix with redundancy between upper and lower across the diagonal. Large positive correlations are drawn in orange or red and large negative correlations are drawn in blue (color scale at right of Fig. 1c ).
Population coordination (P Co) measures how correlation structure of neuronal ensembles recurs over time (Fig. 2) . The method calculates the correlation coefficient between all pairs of P Corr vectors from different times (Fig. 2) . Note that this is a second correlation step -we are now looking for correlations across correlation vectors that represent correlations of activity patterns across a time duration of window size. Here it is most natural to view the
correlations of m P Corr vectors as a full correlation matrix, noting again that lower and upper values across the diagonals are redundant, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , bottom. In the P Co matrix, the x,y axes are times so that matrix entries providing correlation between P Corr vectors at two times. The diagonal of the A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t P Co matrix is trivially equal to 1 (dark red). Movement away from the diagonal represents increasing temporal differences between the P Corr vectors used in the calculation. Recurrence of similar correlation structure appear as hot spots in the matrix -e.g., the orange block marked bd in Fig. 2 (lower right) shows the similarity of the P Corrs at time b and time d, demonstrating a recurrence.
Applications: single unit recordings and local field potentials
The P Co method is generalizable to recordings at any spatial and temporal scales where there is interest in looking at recurring patterns of activity across a set of locations in the brain (or elsewhere). The increasing ability to record from a large number of locations provided by new innovative neurotechnologies will permit further extensions not currently possible. [2] For example, it would be of great interest to record from multiple synapses onto a single pyramidal neuron in order to look for recurring patterns of input. The spatial scale is of course a function of the recording, currently from single unit to local field potential and electroencephalogram (EEG). We give two examples here -punctate single unit spike times and continuous LFP. In the present example, we handle units by windowing, as shown in Fig. 1 . However, units could be handled in various alternative manners. For example spike phase relative to a local alpha or gamma wave could be used as the activity measure.
Single unit analysis
Because each place cell has a characteristic discharge correlate, called the cell's place field, [47, 46] we begin by examining the patterns of discharge amongst an ensemble of place cells. Single-unit activity was recorded from dorsal CA1 of the hippocampus in C57BL/6J mice while they explored a 40 cm diameter cylinder with a transparent wall. Time-averaged firing rate maps were computed for each of three 10 min epochs of the 30 min recording session (Fig. 3a) . The seven example cells shown are presented in decreasing order of the spatial sparseness. By inspection, the order is approximately preserved across each of the three epochs. We then quantified the stability of this representation of place cell firing. The stability across two recording epochs, quantified as the pixel-by-pixel correlation of the superimposed maps is on average 0.12+0.12 for the data set of 39 place cells. [3, 28] The reliability of this stability estimate was evaluated by computing Pearson's correlation between the stability estimates across the first two recording epochs and the second two epochs (r = 0.7; Fig. 3b ), accounting for approximately half of the spatial firing variance.
We then computed the set of P Corr values for the 190 simultaneously recorded cell pairs in this data set. P Corr was computed separately for each 10 min epoch and at different time scales corresponding to the main physiological mechanisms of neural coordination that have been identified to govern place cell discharge. Specifically, the 40 ms timescale estimated the organization of firing on the time scale of gamma oscillations whereas the 125 ms and 250 ms intervals estimated the organization by theta oscillations, [4] and 1 s corresponds to the time it takes for the mouse to walk across a firing A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t The stability of the spatial firing pattern is standardly quantified as the correlation between a pair of firing rate maps (average = 0.12, s.d. = 0.12). This scatter plot of the correlation between firing rate maps from the first two 10 min epochs and the last two 10 min epochs illustrates the reliability of the stability measure. Perfect reliability is illustrated by the x=y line (grey). The blue line is the regression line y=1.0x+0.042, which accounts for 49% of the variance. (c) P Corr was computed during each of the three 10 min epochs as Kendall's tau for each pair of simultaneously recorded cells from the 39 cell data set (190 cell pairs). P Corr was calculated at distinct physiologically relevant time scales, specifically 40 ms, the time scale of gamma oscillations, 125 ms and 250 ms, the time scales of theta oscillations, 1 s, the time scale of a mouse traversing a place cell's firing field. The population correlation structure is estimated by P Co and the reliability of P Co is quantified by the correlation between P Corr at the different pairs of 10 min epochs. These correlations are given at the top of the P Co plots, are large, ranging from 0.78 to 0.92, accounting for 61-85% of the variance. For P Co at each time scale, the P Corr values are sorted in descending order for the middle 10 min epoch and the P Corr values for the corresponding cell pairs are shown for the other 10 min epochs such that within the three P Co vectors for a single time scale, the P Corr values on each row correspond to the same cell pair. A subset of P Corr values from the first 10 minutes of a single 16-cell ensemble recording is presented below each group of P Corr vectors. This presentation illustrates that the range of correlations increases with the timescale for computing the P Corr values and that the range expands by increasing towards positive values more than it expands towards negative values.
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t field. [12] The P Corr values of the 190 different cell pairs are sorted in descending order according to value in the middle 10 min epoch, and the cell pair order is preserved across the three epochs (Fig. 3c) . By inspection, the basic ordering is preserved, like in the firing rate map examples. The P Corr values range from positive to negative values, with a slight bias for positive values and the values tend to be greater for the longer time scale estimates because greater variance in firing is possible for longer time intervals. We then quantified the stability of this representation of place cell firing. The stability across each pair of recording epochs was quantified by P Co. This cell-pair-to-cell-pair correlation of the superimposed P Corr vectors was high, ranging from 0.78 to 0.92 across the different time scales. Thus P Co accounts for at least as much, if not more variance (61-85%) than the standard firing rate map representations of place cell activity.
In the next set of single-unit analyses we used in vivo hippocampal ensemble data from a prior study to further demonstrate the utility of the P Corr/P Co methods. [11] In that study, place cells were recorded in two different environments, leading to a phenomenon known as place-cell remapping when the animal is moved from one environment to the other. Remapping has typically been detected at the single cell scale by firing rate changes or place field shifting. [3, 42, 25, 26 ] P Co permits us to look at alterations in cell coordination across an ensemble of cells recorded simultaneously. The animal was placed in either a small cylinder (CYL) or a big chamber (BC) -6 minutes in the cylinder, then 65 minutes in the chamber, followed by a final 11 minutes in the cylinder. Overall these cells have low overall firing rates (typically 1-4 Hz) because the animal is often outside the preferred place for a given cell. For this reason we used long activity vectors: length 600 with bin size of 100 ms, corresponding to 1 minute of time, usually giving 1-4 spikes in most bins. The sparse vectors then required the use of Kendall's correlation in the P Co analysis.
Times in the different environments can be directly read off of Fig. 4 by noting the blocks of red that show frequent periods of self-similarity during the chamber period (central block) as well as self-similarity during the first (lower-left) and last (upper-right) cylinder periods. Additionally there is strong similarity in activity across the two periods spent in the cylinder (upper-left, lower-right). The differences in patterns across environments was due to different pairs of cells having high correlation in the two environments. P Co correlation is low between the cylinder (CYL) periods and the period spent in the BC -note the green horizontal stripe from 7 to 72 minutes at the bottom. Interestingly there are many stripes of non-correlation during the BC period, suggesting that the activity patterns are not consistently repeating during the entirety of the time in the big chamber.
Place cell firing is of course primarily associated with place -high firing when the animal passes through a particular location with little firing elsewhere. This means that much of the correlation structure will simply be due to animal location, rather than to the fine structure of firing. We therefore used a Poisson point process as a control, creating inhomogeneous Poisson firing that preserved instantaneous firing rates, read from average rates at individual locations (Fig. 4b) . This had the effect of giving randomized firing times (effectively shuffled) while preserving classical place cell responses. Therefore, remaining correlation between simulated place cells was simply due to overlapping firing fields, and A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t Figure 4 : Population coordination (P Co) matrices from in vivo single-unit place-cell data demonstrate alternative ensemble correlations in environments as animal passes from cylinder into large space and back to cylinder. (a) Higher P Co correlation within each environment than across environments and when animal returns to cylinder (upper left and lower right). (b) P Co matrix from simulated place cell data shows reduced correlation. There remains evidence for some cylinder-cylinder self-similarity due to influence of different overall rates. (x,y are both time-axes with 1 minute intervals from which P Corr vectors were formed; as in all depictions of P Co matrices, color indicates correlations between the P Corr vectors at the given times; color bar of correlations from -1 to 1) not an explicit function of ensemble coordination. The simulated data showed lower correlation values, particularly in the BC condition. Correlations were still high during the CYL periods, as well as during the self comparison in periods CYL1 and CYL2. This increased activity reflected the higher spatial density in the smaller space for those place cells that were active in that space.
Local field potential P Co was used to evaluate recurrence of correlation structure in multi-channel local field potential (LFP) recordings, using 60 minutes of 2 KHz sampled LFP from an animal model of medial temporal lobe epilepsy (Fig. 5) . Piriform cortex, dorsal hippocampus, front cortical screw, and back cortical screw were recorded bilaterally, for a total of 8 channels, creating 28-dimensional P Corr vectors. Here, activity vectors were not needed since raw LFP at an individual site could be used. P Corr vectors were formed by taking the Pearson correlation between all LFP pairs, and the P Co matrix as the set of pairwise correlations among P Corr vectors.
There was considerable recurrence of P Corr vectors, with bands of high and low self-similarity seen as patches in the P Co matrix (Fig. 5a ). Overall P Co values were high, with an average correlation of ∼0.4 ( Fig. 5a; bottom) . Fig. 5b shows the LFP activity and associated P Corr at two highly correlated times, indicated by blue asterisks in Fig. 5a . Note that the length-28 vector is shown here redundantly as a full correlation matrix -the elements below the diagonal are 28 unique comparisons. Most of the channels within each hemisphere were highly correlated during each of these 2 periods, with correlation across hemispheres somewhat lower (Fig. 5b, top) . The similarity between the two P Corrs can also be readily appreciated (Fig. 5b, bottom) . These patterns of high correlation between channels tended to dominate the dynamics observed, and demonstrated a baseline state where LFP signals from different areas had moderate amplitude activity.
At 43 and 48 minutes, dark stripes are seen in the P Co matrix, indicating brief periods of anomalous discoordination. These stripes represent a P Corr vector that is very different from the other P Corr vectors in the recording. Fig. 5c shows the LFP activity and associated P Corr at 43 minutes on the left. Correlation with a time at 11 min was <0.2 (red asterisks in Fig. 5a ). At the 43 min time, similar to at 48 min, correlation among A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 3 sites -right and left piriform cortices and right dorsal hippocampus -remained high (Fig. 5c, top left) . However, activity between these 3 sites and all other sites was strongly anti-correlated. This demonstrated that these 3 sites had a brief period of activity break-off from other brain locations, suggesting a disruption of normal communication with the rest of the brain. The anomalous P Corr (Fig. 5c , bottom left) is therefore poorly correlated with all other times, such as the time from 11 min (Fig. 5c , right) whose P Corr is similar to P Corrs at other times (compare to those in Fig. 5b ).
Discussion
We developed a technique for measuring the recurrence of neural correlation structure over time, applicable to data recorded from multiple spatial scales of the brain (neuronal ensembles, local field potentials, EEG). The method, P Co, evaluates continuous signals, EEG or LFP, but can be readily adapted to look at spike trains by using binning or other methods to create a piecewise continuous signal. The multiple potential uses of P Co suggest that it may become a useful tool to facilitate data-mining of high-dimensional neural datasets across multiple spatial and temporal scales. The technique has the advantage of providing intuitive visualization of complex neural dynamics at full dimensionality.
We used our method to demonstrate the possibility of finding distinct brain states. In the case of hippocampal place-cell ensembles, we could directly show the difference between states because these states correlated directly with the environment in which the animal was placed. However, this analysis was limited to looking grossly at changes in environment between the two different size chambers, due to the confounding factors of the animal's movement in the context of the long window size that was needed due to the low firing rates of these cells. Application of P Co to LFP recordings was able to detect anomalous brain states which demonstrated that specific areas of the brain were breaking away from the dynamics of other brain regions.
Recurrence analysis allows comparison of the dynamics of a complex system using embeddings of the time-series. [9] Each embedding is a vector combining information from past states of the system at a given delay, and therefore captures aspects of the system dynamics. By plotting time on the x,y axis and the distance between such embedding M a n u s c r i p t vectors as a color, states of the system at different times can be compared visually. This type of technique has been used for assessing physiological data [64] , and was able to demonstrate state changes relating to heart-failure. [40] Recent work has shown that using embedding vectors is not required for estimating properties of a complex system, such as entropy [59] . P Co matrices are a continuation of recurrence analysis, and capture system dynamics without using embedding vectors, but rather using correlation of high-dimensional correlation vectors. These have several advantages over traditional recurrence plots. First, the use of high-dimensional vectors, formed from interactions across multiple areas over sufficient durations, captures more of the system dynamics. Second, the range of values that can be occupied in the P Co matrix are limited to a predefined range (-1-1 ). This allows for clear visualization on datasets with different properties. Generalizations of the P Co method include using different system interactions in the P Corr vectors. For example, pair-wise mutual information [52] or transfer entropy [16, 39, 54, 43] between different areas in the vectors, could be used before calculating the P Co matrix. This may provide additional information than is readily accessible with the Pearson correlation, a linear method. Different brain states, particularly awake vs asleep or vs anesthetized, have different characteristic time scales based on different dominant frequencies, with faster frequencies exhibited in the awake state. In future work, our P Corr/P Co methods could be used with different windows for the different states and could then identify differential coordination between areas across states, recurrence within state, or recurrence of coordination patterns across states.
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